
GNR & 
LNER 

9' OFFSET 
CANTILEVER 
BRACKET 

for lattice and 
wooden posts 

Used for offset bracket 
signals. It may be 
converted into the 
gallows or equal tee 
type. 

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS 
 
Make up the lattice base post and doll according to the notes 
contained in those packs. 
 
Prior to fitting the bracket to the post, measure the clearance 
from rail level to the underside of the bracket’s lower root 
and ensure it is a minimum of 13'6" (94.5mm). Solder the 
bracket to the post tip with the top brace in line with the 
upper part of the post. Fix support strips from 1mm x 1mm 
brass angle to the underside of the landing in line with the 
edges of the end bracing plate. 
 
The doll is passed through the rectangular hole and fixed to 
the base of the bracket arc. Add the diagonal bracing 
underneath from brass strip, to coincide with the vertical 
bracket struts. Fit the end bracing plates to fall beneath the 
landing and to cover the bracket ends. The ladder is fixed to 
the rear of the landing in line with the base post. Any doll 
ladder is usually fitted to the doll side. 

Note: this pack contains a bracket and platform only. For a 
complete signal, you will need: arms (S03 series lower 
quadrant or S012 series upper quadrant); a base post (S7/40); 
dolls (S7/41); a ladder (S09 series); finial (SC021); and 
lamps (SC026 LQ or 25 UQ). 

Base post 

Arm 
this side 

Ladder 

Doll 
Angle strips 

Crank 
bearing 
plates 

Offset doll for 
sighting arm 
where ground 
space for post is 
limited. 

Two brackets cut to length 
for parallel lines of equal 
priority and speed. 

For the usual 
slow/fast line 
arrangement, the 
left hand doll 
would be 
shorter. 

10' minimum 

For a junction 
signal, the lower 
priority route has 
a shorter doll, and 
the spacing is 
6'6". 

Shorter doll 
for slower 
diverging 

line 6'6" min. 

5'3" 

min. 

15' min. to 
rail head 
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